
INTRODUCTION 

The maximum practical length for the USB 3.0 cable is 3 meters but often certain applications require flexibility when it comes to cable length. To lift this 
length barrier, the USB 3.0 Active Repeater Cable allows you to extend the USB 3.0 cable far beyond its maximum length. 

USB 3.0 ACTIVE REPEATER CABLE 

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

The USB 3.0 Active Repeater Cable does not 
require any driver installation and therefore it is 
plug and play device. It is both compatible for 
Windows™ and Mac OSX™ computer systems. 

It supports data transfers up to 5Gbps and suffers 
very low data loss over its maximum length. 

On the Disk Speed Test shown below, we test a 
WD USB 3.0 2.5” 5.400 rpm 1TB external HD (no 
external power)  to compare the data speed lost. 
This is done with a 5GB file to measure the speed. 

Your device
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Disk attached to device Disk & 5 meter Active Repeater Cable Disk & 10 meter Active Repeater Cable 
Power required 



APPLICATIONS 

TETHER 

Tethered shooting is connecting a computer to the camera via the USB port so the 
pictures you take are downloaded to the computer instead of the memory card. 

You can find more information here 

Previewing photos in the field can be quite challenging. The small screen on the back of 
the camera doesn’t exactly give you a good representation of how well photos are turning 
out. You can easily tether your camera via USB to see your photos on a tablet, iPad, notebook 
or even on your workstation PC / Mac. 

You can find more information here 

STORAGE 

Multiple storage devices such as an external hard disk can take a lot of space. With the 
USB 3.0 Active Repeater Cable you are able to clear your desk space or even secure them in 
safety cabinet. 

Noise Most high spec storage devices such NAS or external hard disks include active fans 
for cooling. The main reason is to ensure data integrity during file transferring between the 
external hard disk and the host controller. Placing these devices away from your desk or your 
working environment will improve your computing experience.

VIDEO 

HD webcams are becoming increasingly popular but in most cases the bundled USB cable 
is just too short. With the ultra high bandwidth active repeater cable you will not miss those 
high resolution images and recordings. 

DSLR cameras have a feature called “Live View” which is intended to stream images to 
the LCD viewfinder or even across a USB connection. With specific apps for the smartphone 
or desktop PCs you can turn your device into a real-time remote viewfinder. 

You can find more here 

Security Most high definition security cameras use USB to transfer live feed, a setup that 
can be away from your workstation. Streaming with the active repeater cable can make 
things a lot easier.

http://www.diyphotography.net/introduction-tethered-shooting/
http://photography.tutsplus.com/tutorials/tethering-a-dslr-camera-to-a-microsoft-surface-pro-tablet-with-a-usb-cable--photo-13525
http://www.mgraves.org/2013/10/webcams-5-sparkocam-my-canon-rebel-xsi/
http://www.diyphotography.net/introduction-tethered-shooting/
http://photography.tutsplus.com/tutorials/tethering-a-dslr-camera-to-a-microsoft-surface-pro-tablet-with-a-usb-cable--photo-13525
http://www.mgraves.org/2013/10/webcams-5-sparkocam-my-canon-rebel-xsi/


USB GRAPHICS 

Monitor placement for USB driven displays sometimes is limited due to the length of 
the USB cable. With USB 3.0 Graphics adapters supporting resolutions up to 4K, data signal 
integrity is a must.

SPECIFICATIONS 
USB 3.0 active specification 
• Supports data transfer speeds up to 5 Gbps 

• Extends up to 15 meters depending on the model 

• Plug and play functionality 

• External power supply included* 

• Cable: 22AWG+25AWG+28AWG,OD:7.0m 

• No drivers required 

• Windows™ and Mac OSX™ compatible 

*In most cases the power supply is not required with the exception of some USB HDD and high power wifi networking devices

5 METER 
16 FEET

10 METER 
32 FEET

15 METER 
49 FEET

Part number CAC-1401 
USB 3.0 Active Repeater Cable 

EAN: 8717249401209 
UPC: 854365006029

Part number CAC-1402 
USB 3.0 Active Repeater Cable 

EAN: 8717249401247 
UPC: 854365006036

Part number CAC-1403 
USB 3.0 Active Repeater Cable 

EAN: 8717249401254 
UPC: 854365006043
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